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MARSHALL UNIVERSITY 
WINTER COMMENCEMENT 
2010 
Winter C<-)mmencerncnt 
Mar he 11 • • n vers1ty Alma Mater Marshall Gracious Alma Mater, We thy name revere: May each noble son and daughter Cherish thine honor dear. May thy lamp be ever bright Guiding us to truth and light; 
As a beacon o'er dark water This is for thee our prayer. May the years be kind to Marshall; May she grow in fame; May her children fail her never True to her beacon flame. May her spirit brave and strong Honor right and conquer wrong; This the burden of our song Ever her truth proclaim. 
C. E. and James Haworth
2 
Today's Ceremony Welcome to Marshall University on this day of special recognition of our candidates for graduation. We hope you will find this ceremony- a culmination of the efforts of faculty, staff, our students and their families - both meaningful and impressive. While awaiting the start of the ceremony, you may wish to read the historical notes on West Virginia's oldest university on the following pages. There also is a brief description and picture of The Grand Mace. The narration on academic heraldry will detail the significance of the costumes worn by the participants in today's ceremony. The exercises begin with the traditional entry procession of the candidates for degrees. The degree candidates will be followed by representatives of the faculty and administration. The platform party consisting of the Academic Deans, Honorary Degree recipients, special guests of the President and the President of the University are led to the platform by the Chief Faculty Marshal, a distinguished member of the faculty, bearing The Grand Mace. The placing of The Grand Mace on the platform signifies the solemnity of the occasion and officially denotes the opening of the ceremony. The University requests that in keeping with the formality of the occasion, once the procession begins; please do not move onto the floor during the ceremony. And, out of respect for the ceremony, please tum off all cellular phones and electronic devices before the procession. Later in the ceremony, the audience is requested to remain seated when the graduates come forward to be recognized individually. We will have a photographer in place to take each graduate's picture. We also would like to ask that after the graduates cross the stage and return to their seats, everyone in the audience remain seated until the ceremony is over. When the President closes the ceremony following the conferring of all degrees, the audience is requested to rise for the traditional singing of the Alma Mater. The audience is requested to be seated following the Alma Mater until the platform party and faculty have recessed. Once again, welcome to the 2010 Winter Commencement exercises of Marshall University. Enjoy this day of academic celebration with the Marshall Family of faculty, staff and students. 
Academic Procession Candidates for Doctoral Degree Candidates for Master's Degree Candidates for Bachelor's Degree Candidates for Associate's Degree Assistant Chief Faculty Marshals Members of the Faculty Chief Faculty Marshal Commencement Officials 
Commencement Officials Prof. Elaine Baker Prof. Kathryn Chezik Prof. Ronald Childress Prof. David Cusick Prof. Samuel Dameron Prof. Thelma Isaacs Prof. Mindy Allenger Prof. Bob Angel Prof. Laura Boswell Prof. Gina Evans Prof. Kelli Johnson Prof. Majed Khader Chief Marshal: Professor Bonita Lawrence Assistant Chief Marshals: Professor Dallas Brozik Professor Christopher Cassidy Prof. Lisa Heaton Prof. Rebecca Johnson Prof. Denise Landry Prof. Marjorie Mclnemey Prof. Michael Newsome Prof. Maria Carmen-Riddle Chief Usher: Professor Kathy Seelinger Assistant Chief Usher: Professor Thomas Klein Prof. Deborah Lockwood Prof. Suneel Maheshwari Prof. David Mills Prof. Caroline Perkins Prof. Jean Price Prof. Melisa Reed Readers: Prof. Ralph Oberly Prof. LeVene Olson Prof. Leslie Petteys Prof. Linda Spatig Prof. Allan Stem Prof. Barbara Tarter Prof. Phil Rutsohn Prof. Charles Stivason Prof. Uday Tate Prof. George Watson Prof. Allen Wilkins Prof. Laura Wyant Prof. Mary Elizabeth Reynolds, Prof. Judith Silver and Prof. Harlan Smith Disclaimer: The list of December degree candidates in this program is tentative based on the anticipated successful completion of courses undertaken during the Fall Semester 2010. This document should not be used as an official record for December candidates. 
Winter Commencement 2010 Program President Stephen]. Kopp, Ph.D. Presiding Processional - Ceremonial Marches National Anthem ....................................................................................................... Mary Beth Withers 
Master's Degree Candidate Invocation ............................................................................................. Rev. Dana Willis Sutton, D.Min. 
Campus Minister Introduction of Guests ................................................................................................... Stephen J. Kopp, Ph.D.
President Greetings ................................................................................................................. Letitia Neese Chafin 
Chair, Academic and Student Affairs Committee 
Marshall University Board of Governors 
Camilla Brammer, Ph.D. 
Chair, Faculty Senate 
Patrick W. Murphy 
Student Body President Introduction of the Commencement Speaker ........................................................ Stephen J. Kopp, Ph.D.
President Commencement Address ..................................................................................... Bonita Lawrence, Ph.D. 
Professor of Mathematics 
2009 West Virginia Professor of the Year Recognition of Graduates Earning Academic Honors ......................................... Gayle L. Ormiston, Ph.D. 
Provost and Senior Vice President Recognition of Honors College Graduates .................................................................... Mary Todd, Ph.D. 
Dean of the Honors College 
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Presentation of Marshall University Doctoral Degree Candidates Doctor of Education Degree Candidates presented by Dean Teresa R. Eagle, Ed.D. Doctor of Philosophy Degree Candidates presented by Dean Donna}. Spindel, Ph.D. Doctor of Psychology Degree Candidates presented by Dean Donna J. Spindel, Ph.D. 
Presentation and Conferring of Marshall University Doctoral Degrees 
Presentation of Master's, Bachelor's, and Associate's Degrees Candidates for the Master's Degree Graduate College presented by Dean Donna J. Spindel, Ph.D. Candidates for the Bachelor's and Associate's Degrees College of Education and Human Services presented by Dean Robert B. Bookwalter, Ph.D. College of Liberal Arts presented by Dean David J. Pittenger, Ph.D. College of Business presented by Dean Chong Kim, Ph.D. College of Science presented by Dean Charles C. Somerville, Ph.D. School of Journalism and Mass Communications presented by Dean Corley F. Dennison, Ed.D. College of Fine Arts presented by Dean Donald L. Van Hom, MFA College of Health Professions presented by Dean Michael W. Prewitt, Ph.D. College of Information Technology and Engineering presented by Dean Betsy Dulin, J .D., P.E. Regents Bachelor of Arts presented by Associate Vice President for Outreach and Continuing Studies, Rudy Pauley, Ed.D. 
Conferring of Master's, Bachelor's, and Associate's Degree 
Presentation of Master's, Bachelor's, and Associate's Degree Graduates 
Alumni Association Greetings .......................................................................... William "Mickey" Jackson Marshall University Alumni Association President 
Closing ................................................................................................................ Stephen J. Kopp, Ph.D. President 
Alma Mater ··················••····••···••····••···•••···································································· Mary Beth Withers Master's Degree Candidate 
Recessional ..................................................................................................... Platform Party and Faculty The graduates and audience are requested to be seated following the singing of the Alma Mater and remain seated until the platform party and faculty have recessed. 
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The President's Medallion and Grand Mace 
Marshall University traces its origins to the founding of the Marshall Academy in 1837. The 
Academy was named in honor of John Marshall, the fourth Chief Justice of the United States Supreme 
Court, who died on July 6, 1835. 
The Marshall University community has taken great pride in observing the memory of our 
namesake, who has been described by modern-day biographer, Jean Edward Smith, a noted member 
of the Marshall University faculty, as the "Definer of the United States Constitution." John Marshall 
was a man for the ages in an era that brought forth greatness. Characterized by others as befitting 
Thomas Babington Macaulay's description, "He neither sought nor shunned greatness, and found 
glory only because glory lay in the plain path of duty." 
Chief Justice John Marshall served the Supreme Court in that capacity from 1801 to 1835, the 
longest serving Chief Justice in United States history. He is widely regarded as having established a 
broad interpretation of the Constitution of the United States, which established the Constitution as 
the basis of the American legal system and the "rule of law" as the law of the land. During his tenure 
as Chief Justice, the Judicial Branch of the new American government rose to a level of importance 
commensurate with that of the Executive and Legislative Branches. 
John Marshall's image is used prominently in both the Marshall University President's Medallion 
and the Grand Mace of the University. The President's Medallion is the badge of office for the 
presidency of Marshall University. It consists of a relief carving of the seal of the university, which 
features the likeness of John Marshall. It is worn by the President when he is participating in formal 
University ceremonies. 
The Grand Mace, a symbol of authority and leadership, is carried by the Chief Marshal of the Faculty at all formal University occasions and is displayed on the platform during these functions. The mace is made from a limb that fell from the Old Beech Tree in front of Old Main on the Huntington campus. The beech tree was part of the original farm on which Marshall Academy was founded, and was a campus fixture until it was toppled by a wind storm in 1987. It was believed to have been more than 300 years old and had initials and marks carved by hundreds of former Marshall students. The top of the mace consists of a gold-plated bronze casting that features, on one side, the Seal of Marshall University, and, on the other side, the Great Seal of the State of West Virginia. These features are surrounded by beech leaves and the entire casting is crested by a torch, symbolic of academic excellence. Immediately below the top casting is a four-sided section with carved symbols significant to the history of the University - the towers of Old Main, the Memorial Fountain, the seal of Marshall College, and an American bison (commonly known as a buffalo), official mascot of the institution's athletic teams. The area immediately surrounding the four carvings features small clusters of beech nuts and leaves. The center portion of the mace is carved in double-wrap ribbon, one-half inch wide. Between the gaps in the ribbon wraps are carved beech leaves descending in size. The base of the mace is protected by a gold-plated bronze casting of beech leaf clusters. The entire mace weighs about 25 pounds and is 66 inches from the top of the torch to the base. Both the President's Medallion and the Grand Mace were created in 1986 by Byron Johnson. Mr. Johnson, an honor graduate of Marshall University, is a renowned wood carver and sculptor, as well as an art teacher in the public schools. 
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Academic Heraldry 
The academic costumes worn in the procession of today's Commencement and at other formal University 
occasions trace their origins to those worn by faculty and students at medieval European universities. 
With only minor modifications these costumes have remained largely unchanged since the 16th century. 
Standards for colleges and universities in the United States were established in 1895 with the adoption of 
an Intercollegiate Code which specifies design and color appropriate for various degrees. As in medieval 
times the costumes worn on formal academic occasions denote the wearer's academic heritage. 
Modem academic costume consists of three parts: the gown or robe, a headpiece, and a hood. The 
style of the gown denotes the wearer's level of education. The baccalaureate gown is the simplest in design. 
Usually black, it is distinguished by a wide yoke with shirring in front and back and by open flowing sleeves 
which end in a point. The baccalaureate gown is worn closed. 
The master's gown is similar to the baccalaureate gown except that it has a closed or glove sleeve which 
is open at the wrist. The master's gown has no other trim and may be worn either open or closed. 
The doctoral gown is full flowing and has large bell shaped sleeves. It is trimmed with velvet panels down 
the front and has velvet chevrons on the sleeves. While black is still the predominate color for doctoral 
gowns, the trim may be in a color which denotes the wearer's discipline or the color of the gown may denote 
the wearer's university. 
The mortar board is the headpiece most often worn at American universities for formal occasions. It is 
appropriately worn with the board flat on the top of the head and with the tassel falling from the left quarter 
of the board. Tassel colors usually denote the field of discipline in which the wearer's degree was earned. 
Doctoral tassels are often gold. The soft velvet Tudor cap is also worn by many who hold the doctorate. 
While the gown and headpiece denote the wearer's level of education, it is the hood which adds meaning 
and dimension to the academic costume. Changed little since medieval times, the hood is worn falling from 
the shoulders down the back of the gown in a display of vivid color. It is edged in velvet which by its color 
denotes the field of discipline in which the wearer's degree was earned and it is lined in two colors of silk 
which represents the college or university from which the degree was earned. Hence the Marshall University 
hood is lined in green and white and edged with the appropriate discipline color. 
A partial listing from the Intercollegiate Code for colors signifying academic disciplines follows: 
Agriculture ..................................................... Maize Nursing ........................................................ Apricot 
Arts and Humanities ..................................... White Oratory (Speech) .................................. Silver Gray 
Business Administration ................................ Drab 
Dentistry ......................................................... Lilac 
Economics ................................................... Copper 
Education ............................................... Light Blue 
Engineering .......................................... : ...... Orange 
Fine Arts and Architecture .......................... Brown 
Forestry .......................................................... Russet 
Home Economics ....................................... Maroon 
Pharmacy ............................................. Olive Green 
Philosophy ............................................... Dark Blue 
Physical Education ............................... Sage Green 
Public Administration ....................... Peacock Blue 
Public Health ..................................... Salmon Pink 
Science ............................................ Golden Yellow 
Social Science .............................................. Cream 
Journalism ................................................. Crimson 
Law ................................................................ Purple 
Social Work ................................................. Citron 
Theology or Divinity ................................... Scarlet 
Library Science ............................................ Lemon Veterinary Science .......................................... Gray 
Medicine ....................................................... Green 
Music ................................................................ Pink 
At Marshall University, holders of the bachelor and associate degrees do not wear hoods. The color of 
the tassel on their caps indicates the level of academic excellence achieved in pursuit of their respective 
degrees. Bachelor degree graduates in the Honors College wear forest green robes. 
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Profile of Marshall University The early history of Marshall University is filled with colorful events and people. To put things in chronological perspective, the academic saga started in 1837 when the good citizens of Guyandotte and the farming country to the west - now the city of Huntington - decided they needed an annual school to provide for the education of their youngsters. Tradition records they met at the home of John Laidley, who assumed leadership of the project and names the new school Marshall Academy in honor of his friend, the late Chief Justice John Marshall. They decided to locate their new school on a knoll known as "Maple Grove," site of a small log building called Mount Hebron Church. The structure also had served for some time as a subscription school for the area. It wasn't until March 30, 1838, that the General Assembly of Virginia passed an act formally incorporating Marshall Academy and appointing Laidley and eight other men as trustees. On June 30 of that year, the trustees purchased from James and Lucy Holderby the one and one-fourth acre lot containing their log "academy." The price: $40. That land is now the site of Old Main. The trustees proceeded to build a new two-story, brick building, 22 feet wide and 50 feet long, containing four rooms. It was completed by February, 1839. The first full school term was conducted in 1838-39. In 1850, the academy and its financial obligations were accepted by the Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South. In 1858, Marshall Academy was renamed Marshall College. Due to financial problems the property was sold at public auction in 1861. Ms. Salina Mason bought the land and building for $1,500 for her father, John W. Hite. He was a Confederate sympathizer and could not appear in court in his own behalf. For the next few years, Hite and his family lived in the college building. During at least part of the war, a small school, probably a subscription school, was maintained at the college - fulfilling a provision in the original deed from James Holderby which specified it was to be used " ... for the express purpose of an Academy (sic) and for no other use." The building also was used as a hospital during part of the conflict. Meanwhile, the new state of West Virginia had recognized the need for an institution to train teachers to serve the state's public schools. On Feb. 27, 1867, the Legislature voted approval of a bill establishing a "state normal school" to be located at Marshall College. In order to get the college reopened, the voters of Cabell County approved a property tax levy amounting to $5,000. The state also appropriated funds and on Aug. 1, 1867, the school's regents purchased the lot and building from Mrs. Mason for $3,600. The first session of Marshall College as a state normal school began June 15, 1868, and lasted 10 weeks. In 1905, construction was started on the final section of Old Main. This is the familiar "towers" segment facing the main entrance to the campus on Hal Greer Boulevard. With its completion, Old Main consisted of five sections. Athletics got their start at Marshall with the first football team being fielded in 1898. The Marshall teams originally were known as the Blue and Black, but the now-familiar Green and White colors had been adopted by 1904. In 1907, Marshall was still strictly a secondary school. By 1912, the regents had added two years of study to the school's program, equivalent to the freshman and sophomore years in college. In 1914, President Corbly recommended that " ... Marshall College should be made a 'college' in fact as well as in official name - a degree-conferring institution." In 1920, the State Board ofEd11cation approved Marshall's granting of a bachdor's degree in education. Teachers College conferred degrees upon four candidates in June, 1921. The years ahead saw steady academic and physical expansion and Marshall became a university in 1961. Today, Marshall has an enrollment of about 14,000, a full-time faculty of about 680 and about 330 part-time instructors. The small academy has become a major university, functioning through 13 divisions: Marshall University Graduate College, the College of Information Technology and Engineering, Elizabeth McDowell Lewis College of Business, College of Education and Human Services, College of Fine Arts, College of Liberal Arts, College of Science, Joan C. Edwards School of Medicine, W. Page Pitt School of Journalism andMass Communications, College of HealthProfessions, Honors College, School of ExtendedEducation, and Graduate School of Education andProfessional Development.Marshall has two major campuses - a main campus in Huntington and the Marshall University Graduate College in South Charleston - along with several learning centers including the Joan C. Edwards School of Medicine; the MarshallMedical Center; the Leaming Resource Centerin Gilbert; the Teays Valley Regional Center inPutnam County; the Mid-Ohio Valley Center inPoint Pleasant; the Southern Mountain Center inLogan; the Robert C. Byrd Institute for AdvancedFlexible Manufacturing, and the Public HigherEducation Center in Beckley.
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Class of 2010 Honor Graduates 
Bachelor Degree Candidates 
The Bachelor Degree honor graduates are distinguished by cords and tassels worn with their caps and 
gowns. The Summa Cum Laude graduates are so distinguished by the Green and White Cords and 
White Tassels. The Magna Cum Laude graduates are distinguished by the Gold Cords and Tassels. 
The Cum Laude graduates are distinguished by the Red Cords and Tassels. Summa. Cum Laude 
Green & White Cord 
& White Tassel 
These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.85 to 4.00. 
Steven Kyle Blank 
Maria Ashley Branch 
April Ann Crouse 
Shana Elizabeth Gillman 
Melanie Catherine Grieco 
Virginia Diane Grych 
Shanshan He 
Tracy Ann Johnson Magna Cum Laude 
Gold Cord & Gold Tassel 
Matthew Lane Jones 
Tram Anh Vu Pham 
True Thai Thanh Pham 
Arianna Cathena Price 
Laura Kaytlyn Simpson 
Robert Michael Thompson 
Stephen Toppings Young 
These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.60 to 3.84. 
Valerie Priscilla Adams 
Kerry E. Adkins 
Megan Marie Archer 
Desislav Stefanov Baklarov 
Drew Michael Blake 
Leslie Rae Blake 
Alizabeth Paige Blankenship 
Janice Kaye Bowens 
Lauren Anna Brewster 
Matthew Harrison Brown 
Dionne L. Canterbury 
Mary Carmella Clark 
Colleen Briana Cook 
Amanda Carol Crider 
Matthew Ryan Dawson 
Erin Michelle Dickson 
Tabitha Dawn Erwin 
Joseph W. Ferrell 
Tyler Jordan Gatrell 
Shayne Michael Gue 
Adam Frederick Hager 
Sarah J. Hall 
Sharron Kay Hill 
Caleb Richard Huff 
Brent David Kidd 
Yi Li 
Tiffany Rena Lockhart 
Amanda Caryn Milton 
Jessica Dawn Minnix 
Bo Michael Morris 
Jeffrey Allen Murphy 
Sally-Ann Newnham 
Ashley Lynn Ostrow 
Anne Marie Pitcock 
Jesse Ray Pudewell 
Carmen Lee Raynes 
Megan Brianne Rice 
Cassandra Michelle Scott 
Sandra Sites Shewey 
Stacey Brianna Smith 
Kenji Ueda 
Corey Bradford Upton 
Joyce K. Varney 
Sara Ellen Vorac 
Jessica Dawn Wilson 
Christina Woods 
Cum Laude Red Cord & Red Tassel T hese students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.30 to 3.59. Yazid Ibrahim Al Sabi Cassandra Jeanette Ford Steven Michael Perry Ayad Hamid A. Alabbasi James Michael France Michael Patrick Potter Karli Ann Alsop Matthew W. Gallimore Ashlee Marie Preece Austin Wyatt Amos Jessica Dawn Gearheart WeizheQi Marion Lynn Anderson William Paul Graham Andrew Nathanael Ramey CheriM. Atkins Evan Karl Gruetter Andrew Gregory Ramspacher Jacob W. Atkinson Thomas Arthur Hansen Morgan Leigh Rowsey Russell Scott Bailes Adam Tyler Harlow Jason C. Saurino Amanda Elizabeth Baker Rajia R. Hassib Sarah Elizabeth Sexton Benton Ross Baker Anthony Michael Hernandez Eric Matthew Singley Jennifer Crystal Ball Tara Jean Holmes Brooke Allison Smith Rachel Lauren Bilek Ashley Marie House Melissa Dawn Smith Jacob Tyler Bills Kristy Dawn Hudson Molly Frances Snead Jenna Renae Brown Krysta Jeanelle Jenkins Jesse A. Thornton Megan Nicole Brown Courtenay Jeanette Johnson Bethany Brooke Anne Toney Travis Eugene Caffrey Sarah Whitney Johnson David Paul Traube Adam James Campbell Michael George Jones Deidra S. Wallace Noelle Robin Chafin Brittany Lynn Kelley E. Christine WallaceOlivia Ann Chapman Nurmohamad Khan Emily Christine WaltersCarl William Chinn Amber L. Kohler Joseph Paul-Patrick WellmanNickolas Ray Collins Erika Rose Lawson Christina Mae WhiteKelly Lynn Conn-Fekete Yang Li Alex Rodney �'hittJason Lee Cook Jon E. Linville Maegan LeAnn WhittenMichelle Elyse Copolo Kassie Lynn Locke Robert Adam YoungCarnice Samantha Covert Jessica JoRena May Jing ZhuSamantha Jo Cox Rose Anna McCallister Heather Lynn Crum Tyson Andrew McCord Valena Jo Dillon Richard McCreedy Heather Nichole Edwards Leila Rose Meredith Heather Noelle Elliott Danielle Marie Molina Timmy Lee Ellis Rebecca Lynn Mutter Tara L. Epperheart Jason Daniel Newman Eric Falquero Elizabeth Emily Orton 11 
12 Associate Degree Candidates With High Honors Royal Blue Cord & Royal Blue Tassel These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3. 70 to 4.00 Alexis Rae Chastain Larry Jay Kishbaugh With Honors Same as above These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.30 to 3.69. Jennifer R. Bestwick Brent D. Frederick Hanna Lauren Fryer Gale Lee Grindstaff Kristie Dawn Nease Andrea Kristen Reynolds 
The Honors College 
Candidates presented by Mary Todd, Dean 
John Marshall Scholars 
Matthew Ryan Dawson 
Shayne Michael Gue 
University Honors 
Megan Marie Archer 
Matthew Ryan Dawson 
Jessica Dawn Gearheart 
Shayne Michael Gue 
Arianna Cathena Price 
13 
j 
14 Candidates and Degrees Granted College of Education and Human Services Candidates presented by Robert B. Bookwalter, Dean Candidates for Degrees December 14, 2010 Bachelor of Arts Valerie Priscilla Adams Rebekah Daryle Adkins Meghan Adele Arrington Samantha Lynn Asbury Amanda Elizabeth Baker Rachel Lauren Bilek Amanda Gail Blain Kenneth Brandon Bowens Dionne L. Canterbury Olivia Ann Chapman Sara Anne Clemmens Kelly Lynn Conn-Fekete Colleen Briana Cook April Ann Crouse Jerica Damaye Davis Kayla Marie Dearman Erin Michelle Dickson Valena Jo Dillon Heather Noelle Elliot Tara L. Epperheart Amber J. Ford Carrie D. Gleason Julia Ann Hoffman Gregory Austin House Kathy Dawn House Courtenay Jeanette Johnson Brittany Lynn Kelley Ashley Marie Kennedy Cassandra Lynn Lawhon Leah Rae Matthews Jessica JoRena May Rose Anna McCallister Ryan Patrick McClintic Lindsay Renae McMillan Amanda Caryn Milton Jessica Dawn Minnix Jacob Tyler Mitchell Miranda Dawn Ooten Tiffany Lynn Perry Ashlee Marie Preece Lindsey Kara Preece William Parry Richards Melissa Ann Riggio Cara Lindsay Rumburg Sandra Sites Shewey Laura Kaytlyn Simpson Brooke Allison Smith Melissa Dawn Smith Mindy Dawn Smith Kristin Leigh Stowers Heather Jo Sturgeon Kristin Danelle Swisher Cody Hansbrough Thompson Robert Michael Thompson Joyce K. Varney Sara Ellen Vorac Deidra S. Wallace Emily Christine Walters Erin Renee Webb Alex Rodney Whitt Maegan LeAnn Whitten Amber Nichole Williams Christina Woods Jennifer Michelle Wright 
L 
Degrees Granted August 13, 2010 Bachelor of Arts Karli Ann Alsop Marion Lynn Anderson Nicholas Clay Bolyard Noelle Robin Chafin Mario Nigel Harvey Jason Schnitz Bachelor of Science Matthew Philip Weber 
Degrees Granted July 9, 2010 Bachelor of Arts Jennifer Crystal Ball Carl William Chinn Jason Lee Cook Patrick Andrew McComas Jeffrey Allen Murphy Jeffrey G. Rowley Aaron Thomas Sanford Andrew Jeremy Towner 15 
College of Liberal Arts Candidates presented by David J. Pittenger, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees December 14, 2010 Bachelor of Arts Heather Michelle Adkins Shana Elizabeth Gillman Adam Charles Oberdick Russell Scott Bailes Tad Alan Greathouse Elizabeth Emily Orton Dawn Marie Baisden Robert Lee Hagley Nicholas R. Paton James W. Barker Alvin F. Hall Megan E. Payne Leslie Rae Blake Thomas Arthur Hansen Amber Nicole Perry Faren Block Rajia R. Hassib Michael Wade Perry Maria Ashley Branch Katelyn Turner Hays Arianna Cathena Price Justin Kyle Brewer Tara Raina Henry Garrick Michael Pridemore Alex Macklin Brewster Shante Nicole Hill Landis Orion Provancha (Posthumously) Tara Jean Holmes Kacie Diane Rader Matthew Harrison Brown Sunni N. Hope Carmen Lee Raynes Russell Scott Browning William Henry Howell John William Rodgers Rolanda Laura Bruce Caitlyn Mary Jackson Jenny Lynn Roy John Noble Bruhin Cory D. Jackson Sakeia Monet Roy Kelly Ann Cairrao Jeffrey Paul Johnson Cassandra Michelle Scott Adam James Campbell Spencer James Kissel Christopher Douglas Setser Christina Michele Carman Samatha Marie Krumski Sara Elizabeth Sexton Justin Lee Carpenter Haley Linville Andrew Paxton Smith Kathryn Elizabeth Carrico Nicholas Loney Joseph Lee Smith Justin Lee Chapman Kayla Raelene Lowers Stacey Brianna Smith Matthew Ryan Dawson Danielle Faye Masinter Eric Holden Springer Bradley John Delahaye Amber McCallister Amanda Beth Tignor Rousawn Marcelis Dozier Richard McCreedy Carissa Michelle Tufts John Tyler Dunkle Frederick Britton McNew Alexander John Wemm Jamie Stivers Dzierzak Stephen Jared Mitchell Christina Mae White Heather Nichole Edwards Patricia Amy Mollohan Jeffery Brien Woolfolk Caitlin Chay Elza Bo Michael Morris Robert Adam Young Kristin Marie Gandee Rebecca Lynn Mutter Stephen Toppings Young Jessica Dawn Gearheart Katelyn Noel Neff Krysta Laine Youngblood Melissa Ann Gillispie Sally-Ann Newnham Bachelor of Science Ashley Lynn Ostrow 
16 
Degrees Granted August 13, 2010 Bachelor of Arts Jacob W. Atkinson Bryan Thomas Buser Camice Samantha Covert William Paul Graham Andre Portis Tawna Sue Stevens Jesse James Toler Christine E. Wallace Ryan Gregory Wellman 
Degrees Granted July 9, 2010 Bachelor of Arts Patrick Austin Bailey Rebecca Autumn Nicole Dalzell Timmy Lee Ellis Breana Alexa Felix Michael Ray Fisher Virginia Diane Grych Austen Kay Hazlett Kristin Lee Stemple Hinchman Aisha Nesha Johnson Michael George Jones Ronald L. Jones William Joshua March Justin Samuel Maynard Jay Lynley Roudebush II Andrew Jacob Simpson Eric Matthew Singley Elisabeth Kate Westfall 
17 
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College of Business 
Candidates presented by Chong W. Kim, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees December 14, 2010 Bachelor of Business Administration 
Anna Elizabeth Adkins 
Aftab S. Ahmad 
Ayad Hamid A. Alabbasi 
Jonathan Ashton Bailey 
Desislav Stefanov Baklarov 
Steven Kyle Blank 
Christopher Joseph Brown 
Megan Nicole Brown 
Timothy John Campbell 
Ryan Bradley Carter 
Jamie Leigh Anne Christian 
Caitlin Elizabeth Clifford 
Andrew Robert Cline 
Samantha Jo Cox 
Amanda Ann Cummings 
Timothy James Cummings 
Anna Lucinda Dingess 
Erin Miachele Donley 
Douglas Alan Dye 
Selden McNeer Edwards 
Jennifer Anne Emnett 
John Justin Fanelli 
Sarah Anne Finley 
Cassandra Jeanette Ford 
Matthew W. Gallimore 
Tyler Jordan Gatrell 
Jeremiah Ryan Greenleaf 
Ryan Christopher Hager 
Steven Lee Halstead 
Diana Michelle Hart 
Travis G. Hassig 
Shanshan He 
Michael Evans Janae 
Krysta Jeanelle Jenkins 
Tracy Ann Johnson 
Matthew Lane Jones 
Kisha Latonya Joyner 
HonJuKang 
Drew Ryan Kesler 
Keisha Sharon Keys 
Yang Li 
Yi Li 
Holly Danielle Maynard 
Eric Shea McCartney 
Cynthia R. McDaniel 
Leila Rose Meredith 
Jessica Lynn Messinger 
Tyler Mark Michael 
Samantha Jane Mount 
Jennifer Leigh Mullins 
Nam Hoang Nguyen 
Bryan Joseph Pauley 
Tram Anh Vu Pham 
True Thai Thanh Pham 
Ashley Alan Pyles 
Weizhe Qi 
Ashley Danielle Quentrill 
Lee Morgan Roush 
T homas Carter Ruddle 
Whitney Marie Sadler 
Lashawna L. Sampson 
Ebony Felisha Shaw 
Xuejiao Shi 
Charles Edward Smith 
Dominique L. Smith 
Gregory Paul Smith 
Zachary William Smith 
Molly Frances Snead 
Lauren A. Snyder 
Heather Ann Somogyi 
Brent Anthony Spencer 
Richard Daniel Staggs 
Jeanne Nicole Stanley 
Jonathan Peter Stevens 
Meghan Nichole Stone 
Sherwood Press Taylor 
N athanyal Edmund Thomas 
Jeremy Michael Thompson 
Ryan P. Trimble 
Justin Allen Vaughn 
Guy Alexander Smythe Walbe 
Xiaofei Wang 
Curtis Glenn Webb 
Jeremy Ryan Westfall 
KidongYun 
Jing Zhu 
Degrees Granted August 13, 2010 Bachelor of Business Administration 
Peter Michael Adams 
Yazid Ibrahim Al Sabi 
Justin Matthew Arvon 
Travis Michael Burdette 
Ashley Michelle Cooper 
Dustin Andrew Dawes 
Adam Frederick Hager 
Adam Tyler Harlow 
Kenny David Harper 
Andrew Grant Hudson 
Andrea Michelle Jackson 
Duane Jackson 
Jeffrey David Kepler 
Eric Wayne Kittle 
Sarah Chris Lafon 
Stacy Brian Lewis 
Christopher John Sexton 
Tyler Reed Shick 
David Wesley Wertz 
Logan Mark Williams 
Degrees Granted July 9, 2010 Bachelor of Business Administration Julia Susanna Ball Raymond Todd Clagg Charles Daniel Dolin Joseph W. Ferrell Luladay Gebru Habtewold Nolan David Mullins 19 
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College of Science Candidates presented by Charles C. Somerville, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees December 14, 2010 Bachelor of Science Kayla Nichole Adkins Hatam Abdulah Al Garazai Alyson Paige Altizer Drew Michael Blake Jamie Leigh Burchett Tamara Lynn Byrne Christina Michele Carman Jennifer Ann Childers Nickolas Ray Collins Rebecca Lynn Dean Rutmann Desauguste Tabitha Dawn Erwin Molly Fay Fowler Bethany Jo Garrett Nathan Wade Godby Shayne Michael Gue Joseph Adil Hamden Matthan Edward Jackson Lauren Denise Jannotta Sarah Whitney Johnson Laura Danielle Jordan Matthew Brian Kinkead Zachary Ryan Kuhl Katelyn A. Miller Danielle Marie Molina Katelyn Marie Murphree Nathan Andrew Pape Stephanie Nicole Pauley Eric Daniel Keith Perry Jesse Ray Pudewell Megan Brianne Rice Nicholas Edward Shieler Laura Elizabeth Simmons Corey Ray Steffy Ashley Lynn Stewart Taylor Leigh Strickland Kristen M Vannatter Megan Michele Williams Jordan Andrew Wilton Terry N. York 
Degrees Granted August 13, 2010 Bachelor of Science David Alan Adkins Jenna Renae Brown Amanda Carol Crider Joshua Franklin Garren Melissa A. Haveron David Sean Hines Jon E. Linville Billy Edward McNeely Justin Kory Sheline Phillip David Smith Jessica Dawn Wilson 
Degrees Granted July 9, 2010 Bachelor of Science Hamad Mahammad Almusai Alizabeth Paige Blankenship Logan Anthony Boone Lauren Anna Brewster Breana Alexa Felix Robert Nathan Gibson Anthony Michael Hernandez Caleb Richard Huff William A. Kelly Brent David Kidd Bachelor of Science in Chemistry Sarah J. Hall Morgan Leigh Rowsey Matthew Edgar Taylor Jesse A. T hornton 
College of Health Professions 
Candidates presented by Michael W. Prewitt, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees December 14, 2010 Bachelor of Arts 
Kelli Ann Burr 
Amber Lea Kohler 
Kelsey Moriah Lipscomb 
Katina Laverne Morris 
Joseph Peter Murphy 
Tavarius Howard Thompson 
Michael Sean Zalis Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology 
Jason Daniel Newman Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
Samantha Blaire Thacker Bachelor of Science 
Benton Ross Baker 
James Braxton Blizzard 
Lakeisha B. Bowsman 
Julia Dianne Froehlich 
Chadwick Wade Harmon 
Eric Stephen Holloway 
Nurmohamad Khan 
Tiffany Rena Lockhart 
Matthew I. Marshall 
Kimika Mizushiri 
Kenji Ueda 
Ashley Rose ·woods 
Shari Renee Wright Bachelor of Social Work 
Karen Lynne Bellville 
Steven Michael Perry 
Brandon Allen Williams Associate in Applied Science 
Phylicia Nicole Brisco 
21 
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Associate in Science in Nursing Meagan Marie Absten Michael Rex Adams Emily Beth Akers Brittany Elizabeth Amole Ashley Marie Bailey Justin Baines Bennett Jennifer R. Bestwick Ashley Nicole Blankenship Tonya Lynn Burris Anne Marie Carter Clary Paige N ashae Chapman Alexis Rae Chastain Phillip Casey Conley Stacy Lea Cook Amanda Estep Hanna Lauren Fryer Kathy Ann Fulks Joseph Avery Gibbs Kara Nicole Gray Gale Lee Grindstaff Kelli Dawn Hall Sara Elizabeth Hall Cassie Marie Headley Erin F. -Hines Vikki Danielle Johnson Emily Jade Kelch Carrie Lee Kelly Larry Jay Kishbaugh Meghan B. Layne Beverly Susan Luther Nicole Victoria Marlowe Racheal Marie Moore Kristie Dawn Nease Carla D. Nichols Natalie Ann Nida Hannah Charis Pistore Lori Beth Ransbottom Lisa Kay Ratliff Andrea Kristen Reynolds Dustin Gale Rhodes Brooke Leinta Sartin Cassie Lynn Shamblin Kimberly Dawn Shockley LeAnn Pullin Stanley Jessica Lynn Steele Megan Leann Sturgell Ashleigh Elizabeth Anne Taylor Jarin M. Wasch Kasandra L. West Misty Goldizen Williams 
Degrees Granted August 13, 2010 Associate in Applied Science Zaid Abdulaziz Alhussain Shawnette Renee Blatt Brent D. Frederick Rhiannon Marie Massey Alesia Rashawn Moorman 
Degrees Granted July 9, 2010 Bachelor of Science in Cytotechnology Jody Leigh Smith Bachelor of Science Emily M. Shoemaker 
I 
j 
College of Fine Arts 
Candidates presented by Donald L. Van Hom, Dean Candidates for Degrees December 14, 2010 Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Preston Daniel Barton 
Tori Raye Craft 
Jennings Harold Estel 
Eric Falquero 
John Thomas Galloway 
Amy Nicole Harper 
Kristy Dawn Hudson 
Alex Todd Hughart 
Daniel Allan Kersey 
Elizabeth Allison Martin 
Erin Shea Mulvaney 
Michael Patrick Potter 
Jason Mark Williams Degrees Granted August 13, 2010 Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Travis Eugene Caffrey 
Jeremy P. Plybum Degrees Granted July 10, 2010 Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Evan Karl Gruetter 
23 
24 Regents Bachelor of Arts Candidates presented by Rudy Pauley, Associate Vice President for Outreach and Continuing Studies Candidates for Degrees December 14, 2010 Wyatt Thomas Ables Alisha Lane Adkins Clara Lynn Adkins Summer Nicole Adkins Mark Anthony Amber Dawn Armstrong Heath William Ashford Cheri M. Atkins Dustin Thomas Baldwin Mamie Jean Bare Lucrece Mae Beavers Shirley Bias Joshua A. Billings Jared Roy Blankenship Janice Kaye Bowens Amy E. Browning Jack Elwood Browning Amanda Renee Bruton Cary Brian Campbell Kathy Sue Day David Bradley Deal Laura A. Delph Daniel Todd Dempsey Tammie Elizabeth Distel Dora SueAn Doss Tricia Deann Fluharty James Michael France Jarrod Alexander Golice Melanie Catherine Grieco Christopher Matthew Guinn Chadwick Ryan Harris Sharron Kay Hill James Calloway Irving Heather A. Isaacs Jacklyn Marie Jaegle Scott E. Johnson Amy Dawn Jordan Teresa Dawn Keleman Wubshet Tamiru Kifle Priscilla Dawn Kincaid Kimberly Lynn Kirby Elizabeth Danielle Kirkendoll Michael Travis Knapp Matthew David Kuehne Kassie Lynn Locke Mary Anne Lueken Michael Scott Martin Kendall Messer Brittany Elizabeth Miller John Mullins Wanda E. Mullins Mark Allen Napier Bachelor of Applied Science Cora Ann Westmoreland Jessica Lynn Neal Jon S. Parlier Joseph Bennett Payne Raymond Douglas Peak Kimberly D. Phillips Brandon Wesley Ramsey Alexxandria Jo Rees Angela R. Rice Christina Elizabeth Riley Avery Byrd Ritchie Kelley Gay Salmons Benjamin Scott Secrist William Matthew Selbee Jr. Darin Michael Sigmon Zachary T. Smith Terriell R. Sperry Allison Gibson Stamper Jennifer Lynn Stotts Daniel Alan Taylor Meaghan Emily T homas Sheala A. Thomas Anthony W. Weekley Brooke Michele Woods Degrees Granted August 13, 2010 Regents Bachelor of Arts Kerry E. Adkins Austin Wyatt Amos Lisa D. Baladjay Allison Lynn Belcher Charles Jeremy Block Holly Pennington Bond Farrell Ashley Brooke Canaday William R. Croaff Doreen Ellis Matthew Paul Eusner John Jacob Fry Gregory Sean Gibbs Kristen M. Godby Jeremy Andrew Hall Kandie Dawn Harrison Craig Pringle Hinchman Kathryn Sue Keene Brad Alan Lovitz David Austin Miles Matthew Harold Morris Ashley Marie Phillips Lisa Ray Ramey Jonathan Manasas Saxton Jessica Erin Spaun Stephanie Renae Stowers Kathryn Kelly Taylor Katie Susanne Teters Zachary Caines Wilkes Teresa Lynn Williams Kimberly Ann Woodruff 
Degrees Granted July 9, 2010 
Bachelor of Applied Science 
Ashley Marie House 
Jason C. Saurino 
Regents Bachelor of Arts 
Heather Stewart Brady 
Mary Carmella Clark 
Michelle Elyse Copolo 
Breanna Kay Cremeans 
Amber K. Evans 
Katherine Kay Heinaman 
Rachel D. Hennecke 
Cory Lee Hessler 
Joshua Lee Joseph 
Shawn Edwin Liston 
Jeremy Wayne Lively 
Miranda Rose Maynard 
Tyson Andrew McCord 
Brittany Nicole McIntyre 
Kimberly Anne Newman 
Anne Marie Pitcock 
Stephen Ward Preston 
Harry Frederick Riddle, III 
Gretchen N. Spradling 
Bethany Brooke Anne Toney 
Jeffrey Pierre Williams 
25 
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Graduate College 
Candidates presented by Donna J. Spindel, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees December 14, 2010 Education Specialist 
Jennifer Marie Crist-Hanrath 
Sarah G. Hamons 
Rachel M. James 
Nancy Ruth Oliver 
Cindi Jo Smith Master of Arts 
Jantzen D. Adkins Leadership Studies 
Claudette J. Arms Counseling 
Karen Annette Barker Communication Studies 
Jessica Ann Belcher Counseling 
Levi Daniel Billiter Music 
Kristen Danelle Black Reading Education 
Stephanie K. Blankenship Counseling 
Allen E. Boyce Leadership Studies 
Tila Boyce Leadership Studies 
Amy Jo Brown Counseling 
William J. Bryant Secondary Education 
William B. Bryson III Secondary Education Elizabeth Anne Callicoat Geography Katherine Leann Clark Humanities Jason Brent Conaway Elementary Education Jessica Dawn Crislip Elementary Education Stacey Renee Cutlip Leadership Studies Lisa A. DeBarr Psychology Jennifer Marie DePompei English Elizabeth Anne Pauley De Villa Psychology Jennifer Elizabeth Dickess Secondary Education Kristina Nicole Donahoe Special Education Bridget Leann Egnor-Marcum Leadership Studies Douglas Michael Evans Psychology Chelsie Claire Fitzwater History Jennifer Bartley Fox Counseling Tiffany Faye Garrett Psychology Jeffrey Brian Gauthier Elementary Education . Kristi Nicole Gibbs Elementary Education Matthew Lee Gibson History Cathy Cay Gilliam Elementary Education Erin Elizabeth Grinnan Counseling Erica Shawn Hall Early Childhood Education Matthew Dathaniel High Counseling James C. Hill Psychology James Randolph Hoit Leadership Studies 
Jackie Holt Brent Dallas McCoy Rebecca Marie Robinson Secondary Education Reading Education Art 
Christopher Graham Hostetter Lauryn Kathleen McHenry Angel Marie Roos Sociology Reading Education Counseling 
Heather Dawn Hunt Amy Jo Ellen Mc Vey David C. Rucker Elementary Education Special Education Geography 
Lara Brittany Johnson Benjamin Paul Ward Meek Julie E. Sayre Reading Education Psychology Leadership Studies 
Oscar Jones Stephanie Ann Moore Adrian Nicole Scott Psychology Secondary Education Humanities 
Stacy A. Justice Katalyn Marie Moriarty Rebekah Dawn Scott Counseling Counseling Elementary Education 
Brandon R. Kirk Shannon M. Morrison Kathryn Ann Sharp History Political Science Psychology 
Christina Marie Knopp Margaret Martin Mosser Lisa Dawn Shreve Psychology Leadership Studies Reading Education 
Tiniza Li Koone Caitlin Grace Nelson Jamie Ann Smith Psychology Reading Education Counseling 
Shannon Kathleen Kovack Benjamin A. Pauley Shanequa Smith Psychology Counseling Counseling 
Melissa Dawn Lawrence Barbara Jean Phillips Lisa Gail Stobbs Leadership Studies Early Childhood Education Counseling 
Brittany Monique Lowe Kevin A. Pruitt Melissa Dawn Stowers Psychology Humanities Reading Education 
Malissa Joanne Lowe Allison Nicole Pyle Richard Marshall Tench Counseling Leadership Studies Counseling 
Dustin Eugene Lowers Cassie Renee Radabaugh Anne Marie Thomas Geography Reading Education Leadership Studies 
Amber Louise Mace Martha Joan Ramsey Sabrina Nichole Thomas Counseling Reading Education History 
Deidre Sue Manns Habeeb R. Rana Kelly Lynn Thompson 
Reading Education Secondary Education Leadership Studies 
Nice! Masarogullari Jerry Christopher Reed Jill A. Tucker Sociology Humanities Reading Education 
Khaled Massoudi Heather Dawn Ritter Robert A. Wallace English Secondary Education Political Science 
Jennifer Ann McComas Constance Anne Robinson Carey D. Webb Counseling Leadership Studies Psychology 27 
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Lisa Yvonne Webster Counseling Stephanie Elaine Wemm Psychology AmyK. White Leaaership Studies Donna G. White Counseling Master of Business Administration Sreeranjini Kiran Bangalore Zachary Steven Bickerton Jeremy Michael Boring Caleb Zachariah Bradberry Kristi Marie Childress William 0. Clark Diadarshini Dawn Andrew David Dockery Jennifer Denise Estep Sarah Ruth Flint Justin Andrew Kay James Edward Kuhn }aide-Anneliese Maria Lawrence Carole Anne McCoy Dewayne M. McNeil Jason Petry Douglas Michael Skarzinski Frederick Anthony Sowards Amanda Paige Tomblin Master of Science in Engineering Chen Weibo Theodore Leung Shelley Dawn Watkins Master of Arts in J oumalism Linh Phuong Bui Michael David Daniels Michael J. Mcateer Master of Arts in Teaching Velvadena Lee Adkins Stacy Diane Canterbury Lyda Suzann Cole Anisa Nicole Dye-Hale Carrie D. Holland Robert P. Jarrell Daniel K. Jonas Anita Dawn King Joseph Edward Lares Lindsey Marie Lucas Toney Danielle Marino Emily Louise Mason Christina M. McCartney Davis J. Moore Mary Allyson Moore Lauren Nicole Wyant Counseling Shawn Lee Perry Emily Blair Pettry James C. Phares Kristye D. Shaffer Matthew J. Wilson 
l 
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Master of Science Michael Gregory Edwards Contessa D. Kennedy Adult and Technical Education Criminal Justice Adam Scott Austin Adult and Technical Education Tracey Marie Eggleston Son Duy Khuat Human Resource Management Information Systems Ronda Jean Barmoy Debra L. Elliotte Adult and Technical Education Adam Merrill Kidd Technology Management Safety Brittany Lynn Bigham Kristen Lea Facemyer Adult and Technical Education Hiroyuki Kobayashi Human Resource Management Sport Administration Gabriel Harrington Bocook David C. Finley Health Care Administration David Alexander Kovarik Adult and Technical Education Accountancy Marouene Boubaker Technology Management David Wayne Flynn Paul M. Kruszynski Safety Health Care Administration James Thomas Buchanan Biomedical Sciences Amy Rebecca France Kayla Beth Kuhn Adult and Technical Education Dietetics Leah L. Burris Human Resource Management Janet Lynne Fraser Brett C. Least Technology Management Exercise Science Janean Cara Cantwell Criminal Justice Yuki Fujimura Kristen Denise Legg Adult and Technical Education Criminal Justice Jonathan E. Clark Exercise Science Yoseph Giday Gebrelibanos Pamela Rae Lewis Environmental Science Adult and Technical Education Cody Ryan Clay Leah T. Green Sport Administration Jiajia Li Adult and Technical Education Information Systems Anthony Michael Cline Catherine Nell Guynn Dietetics Kun Liu Environmental Science Information Systems Meredith H. Coll Environmental Science Katherine Porter Hancock Cerena Jo Long Adult and Technical Education Dietetics Sue Ann Cooke Adult and Technical Education Jill Louise Hickman Robert Paul Marriott Health Care Administration Human Resource Management Thuy Thi Dieu Dam Adult and Technical Education Tracie J. Hickman Brian Richard Maxey Health Care Administration Sport Administration Lisa A. DeBarr Adult and Technical Education April Lynn Huddleston Sydney Rae McCallister Human Resource Management Criminal Justice Danielle Maria Desser Biological Sciences Lauren Lee Hutchinson Corey Daniel McCarty Exercise Science Adult and Technical Education Diep Hong Dinh John P. Inghram Adult and Technical Education Sean Gregory McClellan Technology Management Adult and Technical Education Penu Dokouzov Technology Management Christopher Jay Justice Courtney Michelle McNeel Safety Health Care Administration 
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Dewayne M. McNeil Anh Ha Van Phan Samantha Joann Taylor Human Resource Management Adult and Technical Education Physical and Applied Science 
Leslie Gail Meadows Glen A. Poe Terick E. Thomas Adult and Technical Education Safety Adult and Technical Education 
Kevin Robert Messenger Thomas Charles Ponietowicz Joshua S. Titlow Biological Sciences Sport Administration Biological Sciences 
Adam Patrick Miller Nathan James Quillen Toney Trenton T ulloh Accountancy Forensic Science Safety 
Wissam Hassaan Mohdher Mark James Rasmussen Jennifer Anne VanHeest Human Resource Management Sport Administration Adult and Technical Education 
Charles Matthew Morris Mark Allan Reed Rebecca Kathaleen Voss Accountancy Health Care Administration Sport Administration 
Gabriel Gachunga Mukiri Vallery Obetrice Rice Duong Thi Thuy Vu Environmental Science Dietetics Human Resource Management 
Dustin T. Mullins Michael Jeremiah Riffle TraMinh Vu Adult and Technical Education Sport Administration Human Resource Management 
Katie Maureen Murphy Jacob Andrew Robbins Vi Thuy Vu Biological Sciences Sport Administration Human Resource Management 
Taryn N. Murray Frank Hughes Roberts Garrett Patrick Wageman Environmental Science Adult and Technical Education Safety 
Aimei Jiang Newsome Charles David Robinson Ryan David Warner Accountancy Sport Administration Adult and Technical Education 
Dung Anh Nguyen Alma C. Rodriquez Robert L. Williams Technology Management Adult and Technical Education Exercise Science 
Minh Due Nguyen Melanie Ann Saffle Luwin Witherspoon Environmental Science Adult and Technical Education Human Resource Management 
Thanh Viet Nguyen Amanda Rae Salmons Andrea L. Yanov Human Resource Management Communication Disorders Environmental Science 
Tuan Van Quoc Nguyen Diana Jill Simmons Fanyuan Zeng Information Systems Adult and Technical Education Human Resource Management 
Dawn Renee Nicholas Jennifer Ann Simpson Guangxi Zhu Chemistry Adult and Technical Education Information Systems 
Tracy Christopher Orrin Jason Matthew Skidmore Master of Science Safety Human Resource Management 
Shannon Lynn Pack Joseph Gordon Stanley 
in Nursing ., 
Human Resource Management Health Care Administration Stacey Nicole Pierce 
Hoa Bich Pham Francine Tagne Mefeussom 
Ashley Rebecca Shroyer 
Daniel Lee Vanhoose Adult and Technical Education Health Care Administration 
30 
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Degrees Granted August 13, 2010 Education Specialist Basra Fakhir Master of Arts Tami Rae Allen Rebecca Darlene Gain Bridgett Gail Matheny Reading Education Sociology Elementary Education Grace Ebunoluwa Amusan Jennifer Janice Hancock Lisa R. Mathis Mathematics Psychology Mathematics Erin E. Ballard Janna Marie Hardman Gianna N. Miller Elementary Education Special Education Elementary Education Adam Michael Betten David W. Harper Rebecca Ann Cheuvront Neal Elementary Education Leadership Studies Leadership Studies Kristen Marie Bolian Amber Michelle Hart Laura Elizabeth O'Malley Counseling Reading Education Reading Education Nikki Ellen Buchanan Ashley Higginbotham Kenneth David Oxley Special Education English Psychology Carrie L. Burns Amanda Kay Hively Jonathan P. Platte Secondary Education Elementary Education English Heather Michelle Caron Ashley Renee Hubbard Sara D. Raines Special Education Leadership Studies Reading Education Thea Nicole Carter Amy Carol Ingram Melissa Raye Rhodes Secondary Education Psychology Leadership Studies Lois Faye Casto Dana Allen Johnson Jamie Marie Schafer Secondary Education History Secondary Education James A. Caudill Staci LeeAnn Kinder Debra Renee Secrist Secondary Education Special Education Reading Education Clarissa Elizabeth Coleman Meagan E. Kremer Tyson}. Smith Counseling English Special Education Molly E. Daniel Michael John Krenzel Wendi Marie Sopher English Leadership Studies Reading Education Brandilyn Lee Davis Joshua Louis Krumski Victor Eric Sweetser Special Education Geography English Monica Suzanne Dobbins Tonya Michelle Lewis Aimee N. Taylor Reading Education Elementary Education English Julie Marie Francis Opal Rilla Lively Carol Evelyn Templeton Leadership Studies Reading Education Leadership Studies 
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Erica Helene Testani Amanda E. Bisson Karen Kaye McKinney Sociology Communication Disorders Dietetics 
Denise Whitten Thompson Andrew Bryant Blain Nicholas Otto Meade Reading Education Exercise Science Dietetics 
Devon Anne Tivener Jaime S. Chafin Tuan Anh Nguyen Mathematics Adult and Technical Education Technology Management 
Michelle Leanne Tarman Jason Wyatt Cox Layla Olive Reading Education Human Resource Management Communication Disorders 
Royce Kendall Lambert Vance Kellie Michele Cyrus Travis Clay Persinger Psychology Adult and Technical Education Adult and Technical Education 
Jason Ryan Weaver Sinaya Dayan Joy Elizabeth Pyles Psychology Physical and Applied Sciences Communication Disorders 
Lauren Brooke Winter Jane Elisabeth De Witt Jing Qin Elementary Education Sport Administration Human Resource Management 
William Marshall Wood Sally Elizabeth Edwards Alliene Elizabeth Rector Leadership Studies Forensic Science Dietetics 
Andrew Joseph Woolwine Jennifer Raelynn Fisher Brenna E. Ross Elementary Education Human Resource Management Dietetics Master of Business Keri Melissa Fridley Janet Lee Ruddle Human Resource Management Dietetics Administration 
Stephen John Hajdas Jennifer Lynn Schuldt 
Ross Arie Baker Exercise Science Communication Disorders 
Healther Lorraine Casto 
Stephen P. Stack Long Ngoc Hoang Lindsay Katherine Stewart 
Kurt R. Stalnaker Adult and Technical Education Communication Disorders Master of Arts in Melody Shareca Hudson Srinivasa Rao Thulluri Adult and Technical Education Chemistry Teaching 
Daniel Austin Jarvis Cynthia Lynn T upes 
Rhonda Faye Bolum Dietetics Adult and Technical Education 
Rachael Lynne Kime 
lyad M. Kaddora Keri Kruger Milbrecht Biological Sciences Master of Science Master of Science Rachel Elise Keaton in Nursing Forensic Science 
Huda Abdulrhman Alharbi 
Tina Astrino Straight 
Kathryn Nicole Lamont Jill Seaton Weingart Information Systems Communication Disorders 
Caroline Elizabeth Banks Erin Marie Littleton Communication Disorders Dietetics 
Timothy David Bender James C. McCoy Dietetics Environmental Science 
32 
Degrees Granted July 9, 2010 Education Specialist Lauren Marie Ott Master of Arts Estee Natee Beck English Ashley E Clark Humanities Dominique Chanel Elmore Biological Sciences Staci L. Hartshorn Special Education Tommie 0. Hick History Crystal D. Holshouser Special Education Jona L. Kelly Elementary Education Phillip Joshua Rutherford Special Education Catherine Elizabeth Shepherd Leadership Studies Master of Business Administration Jade Renae Brooks Brian Thomas Canavan Elizabeth Anne Eastham Jason Edward Jackson Master of Arts in Journalism Christopher Lupton Atkins Master of Science Robert Dale Biller Physical Science Quan Thi Do Information Systems Patrick A. Craft Biomedical Sciences Anna Marie Fuda Adult and Technical Education Jonathan Daniel Lewis Biomedical Sciences Kristen Renee McKee Biomedical Sciences Alex F. Munoz Biomedical Sciences Ashley Nichole Carper Pence Communication Disorders Christopher Francis Ronald Sport Administration Julie Marie Stone Adult and Technical Education Kris Caroline Veverka Sport Administration Jerry Ray White Biomedical Sciences Stephanie Anne Wright Biomedical Sciences Master of Arts in Teaching Antionette Brothers Mary Beth Hampton Rosanna Rae Haught 33 
34 College of Information Technol9gy And Engineering Candidates presented by Betsy Dulin, Dean Candidates for Degrees December 14, 2010 Bachelor of Science Jacob Tyler Bills Rocky Lee Butler Patrick Ray Smith Kendall Howard Staggs Bachelor of Science in Engineering Andrew Royce Branard Jonathan Tyler Kovarik Dustin Michael Osborne Degrees Granted August 13, 2010 Bachelor of Science Justin Douglas Blankenship Corbet Mitchell Dowdy Michael Tyler Jones Lara Lee Neal Andrew Nathanael Ramey Jerome Paul Vidrine Joseph Paul-Patrick Wellman Bachelor of Science in Engineering Raymond J. Main Degrees Granted July 9, 2010 Bachelor of Science Benjamin Alan Fitzwater Aaron Michael Salmons James Edward Buel Sears Bachelor of Science in Engineering Jeffrey Allen Gilkison 
School of Journalism 
And Mass Communications Candidates presented by Corley F. Dennison III, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees December 14, 2010 Bachelor of Arts Tiffany Rochelle Bajus Logan Kenley Bush Heather Lynn Crum Andrew Lee Damron Chad Anthony Ellis Kristen Marie Harker Justin Paul Hawthorne Emily Rebecca McKenna Kayla Ross Queen Andrew Gregory Ramspacher Pamela Marie Thomas D�vid Paul Traube Corey Bradford Upton 
Degrees Granted August 13, 2010 Bachelor of Arts Megan Marie Archer Jennifer L. Chapman Kendra Melissa Schamp 
Degrees Granted July 9, 2010 Bachelor of Arts Efren Alan Creamer 
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Joan C. Edwards School of Medicine Candidates presented by Charles H. McKown, Jr., Dean 
Candidates for Degrees December 14, 2010 Doctor of Medicine Kimberly Ann Lucas Marshall University Jessica Ann Reifer LaSalle University Prabhat Prasad Shrestha College of William and Mary 
Degrees Granted August 13, 2010 Doctor of Medicine David Bradley Akers Marshall University 
Degrees Granted July 9, 2010 Doctor of Medicine Ali Reza lmani Azad University and Marshall University 
Graduate College 
Marshall University Doctoral Program Degrees Conferred by Donna}. Spindel, Dean and Teresa R. Eagle, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees December 14, 2010 Doctor of Education Karen Leigh McComas Leslie Dawn Papelier Melissa Flatt Spivy Doctor of Philosophy Melinda Ellen Varney Doctor of Psychology Ryan Steven Price Sallie Dawn Richards Terra L. Rose 
Degrees Granted August 13, 2010 Doctor of Education Amy Elizabeth Cottle Raymond Lee Singleton Debra Hunt Young Doctor of Philosophy Jennifer Marie Napper Doctor of Psychology Conrae Jan Lucas-Adkins Rebecca Marie Denning 
Degrees Granted July 9, 2010 Doctor of Psychology Ida L. Hatcher Sarah Rachel Jarvis 
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Doctoral Dissertations 
Comae Lucas Adkins 
Psychology, PsyD 
Dr. Margaret Fish Social Cognition in Children from Rural Appalachia: Defining, Predicting and Discovering 
Rebecca Denning 
Psychology, PsyD 
Dr. Marianna Footo-Linz The Relationship Between Parental Sense of Competence and Parental Descriptions of Behavior and Treatment 
Ida Hatcher 
Psychology, PsyD 
Dr. Chris Legrow Evaluations of Apologies: the Effects of Apology Sincerity and Acceptance Motivation 
Sarah Jarvis 
Psychology, PsyD 
Dr. Pam Mulder Exploring Unmet Needs and Barriers to Psychological and Behavioral Health Services in Rural Appalachia 
Karen McComas 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Dr. Linda Spatig Tools and Community: How Women Become Researchers in Communication Sciences and Disorders 
Jennifer Napper 
Biomedical Sciences, PhD 
Dr. Vincent E. Sollars Treatment Strategies in Acute Myelogenous Leukemia: Investigating Hsp90 and P53 as Targets 
Leslie Papelier 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Dr. Sam Securro Implementation of Language and Literacy Practices by Pre­Kindergarten Teachers in the West Virginia Universal Pre-K System Terra Rose Psychology, PsyD Dr. Martin Amerikaner Supervisors' Perspectives: Variables Influencing the Quality of Supervision Sallie Richards Psychology, PsyD Dr. Paige A. Muellerleile Exploring Obesity and After­school Supervision with Adolescents in Rural West Virginia Melissa Spivy Curriculum and Instruction Dr. Rudy Pauley T he Effectiveness of Marshall University's Master of Arts in Teaching and Post-Baccalaureate Teacher Certification Program as Determined by Graduates' and Completers' .Perceptions Melinda Varney Biomedical Sciences, PhD Dr. Vincent E. Sollars Genetic and Environmental Factors Suggest that Dietary Fatty Acid Content, Lipid Metabolism, and Bone Properties are Key Regulators of Hematopoiesis 
Master Thesis 
Christopher Atkins 
Journalism Broadcast News Organizations' Perceptions of Viewer Generated Content 
Grace Amusan 
Mathematics The Beta Maxwell Distribution 
Estee Beck 
English Technology Use in a First-Year Composition Program 
Robert Biller 
Physical Science The coal river basin: a 2009water budget study 
Sinaya Dayan 
Physical Science Terrestrial and Marine Geobiophysical Spatial Analysis and Modeling of Phytoplankton and Nutrients in Haifa Bay, Israel 
Danielle Desser 
Biological Sciences Acanthamoeba castellanii: Intracellular Localization of Metacaspase 
Rachel Morgan James 
School Psychology Functions of Male and Female Adolescent Aggression 
Dana Johnson 
History 
A Cage of Ovulating Females": Mary Breckinridge and the Politics of Contraception in Rural Appalachia. 
lyad Kaddora 
Biological Science Antibiotic sensitivity patterns of hospital-acquired and community­acquired methicillinresistant Staphylococcus aureus Katie Murphy Biological Sciences The Effects of Roads and Trails on Terrestrial Salamander Movement Patterns Ruth Oldman English The Postcolonial "knight's Tale": A Social Commentary on Post­norman Invasion England Nancy R. Oliver School Psychology The Relationship between the WISC-IV GAI and the KABC-IICindi Smith Settle School Psychology, EdS The level of Parental Conflict and Children's Behavior Reactions to Divorce Sabrina Thomas History Marriage Bars: Economic Discrimination Against Married Women Teachers in the Early 20th Century Srinivasa Thulluri Chemistry Age- and Sex-associated Changes in Mrna Expression of Neurodegenerative Disorder­related Molecules in the Hippocampus and Cerebellum of Rat Brain. Devon Ttvener Mathematics Mathematics in Motion: Linear Systems of Differential Equations on the Differential Analyzer Robert Wallace Political Science Colonizing the Mind: Bioprospecting and the Political Economy of Indigenism 
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